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OBLF Spectrometry develops,
manufactures and distributes
emission spectrometers for
precise and quick element
analysis of metals and alloys.
Our systems are optimised to
guarantee reliable production
control and material testing in all
areas where the composition of
materials constitutes a decisive
quality criterion.
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OBLF – Who we are

Thanks to more than 30 years of experience in the fields of photonics and precision
engineering, OBLF has by now become one of the world’s most important developers
and manufacturers of stationary metal analysis spectrometers. Our corporate milestones
were always based on the consistent development of our products to the benefit of our
customers. This is characteristic of our corporate philosophy.
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The company OBLF GmbH was founded with the aim of taking up the tradition of
developing high-precision measurement systems. The first result of our
endeavours was the ES 750 spark spectrometer in 1975. This industrial
computer-based system featured the fastest spark generator (500 Hz) of the time.

The launch of the ES 750-15 extended our range of spectrometers. This model
provided the special feature of combining a voltage/frequency converter (VFC) for
converting photomultiplier signals with an OBLF-developed single-board
computer. The result was a very favourable price-performance relationship.

Our series production was extended by the addition of a semiconductor-controlled
1000 Hz spark generator and a high-performance microcomputer system.

Conversion to an IBM-compatible, PC-based platform for equipment control and
data logging purposes.

Market launch of the RS 1000 spectrometer, a new model series. A very compact
spectrometer with ideal attributes for routine operation.

Patent granted for our pulse purging system for the spark chamber.

By integrating a microprocessor, the semiconductor-controlled 1 kHz spark
generator was turned into to a digitally generatable GDS discharge unit.

Market launch of the GISS data logging system. In combination with the GDS
spark generator, this process elevated the field of spectroscopy to a new plane.

This innovation was integrated into a new model named QSG 750. Extension of
the usable spectral wavelength range to 100 nm. This enabled the spectrometric
analysis of ultra-low carbon (ULC) concentrations.

Market launch of the multi-matrix system VeOS. OBLF introduced in this high-
end, solid state detector based OE spectrometer a new, exclusively for OBLF
developed line sensor. The VeOS analyses from 130 up to 800nm.

Introduction of a double electrode spectrometer and ULB (Use of Light Breaks).
This feature reduces the analysis time significantly

Introduction of the spectrometer generation II of GS 1000, QSN750 and QSG750

Introduction of a semiconductor detector based VeOS including single spark
spectrometry



Spark Spectrometer

TEAMworks

ASM 1800

Automation

Spark spectrometry has established itself as the standard method of
analysing metallic materials. Being highly precise, accurate and quick,
this method has become an indispensable aid for production and
quality control when manufacturing and processing metallic materials.
OBLF has been manufacturing spark spectrometers in various models
that satisfy the highest analytical requirements for several decades.

This spectrometer system, which was developed in cooperation with
our Dutch partner PANalytical, combines the power of X-ray
fluorescence and spark spectrometry in a single machine.

Reliable spectral analysis relies on proper sample preparation. To
satisfy these requirements OBLF developed an automatic grinding
machine that guarantees a quick and consistent sample surface, a
particular benefit when it comes to production samples.

With regard to fully automated production control, OBLF is long-
established as a specialist for providing suitable spectrometer
technology. Depending on the degree of automation required, we can
provide small compact systems including sample-handling and
sample-preparation robots and the spectrometer itself or can provide
solutions for the integration of spark OES in more extensive automated
systems. In providing such solutions, OBLF works together with
renowned partners.

OBLF Spark Spectrometers
Our spectrometer models differ with regard to the number of matrices
and elements that need to be determined. All of our systems are
characterised by excellent long-term stability (vacuum optics), low
operating costs (patented spark stand with minimised argon
consumption) and low maintenance needs (e.g. automated purging of
the spark stand). The number of analysis channels our systems
provide is specially tailored to suit customer requirements. Each device
is separately calibrated using certified reference materials.

GS 1000

VeOS

QSN 750

QSG 750

Compact system for standard applications.

Multi-matrix system for versatile
applications.

High-performance multi-matrix system.

Ultimate high-performance system capable
of performing all analytical tasks, for
instance

time-resolved analysis to enable the

lowest possible detection limits

detection of dissolved/undissolved

components using single spark
spectrometry
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An OBLF Technology
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Double Analysis

Double Speed

Double Ar Efficiency

Double Sample Capacity

U L Bse of ight reaks
An innovative OBLF Technology

Inclusion Analysis
Optional methods using the standard OBLFwin spectrometer software algorithms allow ultra-
fast analysis of micro-inclusions, such as Al2O3,
CaO, Al2O3-CaO, MnS and CaS in steel, or TiB2, oxides, carbides, nitrides and chlorides in
aluminum. The inclusion information can be obtained simultaneously without any change in
operation or maintenance compared
to standard analysis. The build in methods offer powerful tools for quality improvement, ideally
complementing the routine analysis when metal cleanness is a concern. The spectrometer
software allows the operator to create user specific algorithms or to use standard algorithms.


